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THE LIBRARY.
TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

is customary to date the beginning
of the great age of Elizabethan poetry
from the publication by Richard
Tottel, in the summer of 1557, of a
small quarto volume entitled * Songes
and Sonettes, written by the ryght

honorable Lorde Henry Haward late Earle of
Surrey, and other,' and now commonly known to
literary history as 'Tottel's Miscellany.' The poems
contained in the volume were for the most part by
no means of recent composition, the chief contri-
butors, the Earl of Surrey and Sir Thomas Wyatt,
having been dead ten and fourteen years respectively.
It was, however, the first appearance of anything of
the sort in print, at least on a similarly compre-
hensive scale, and since the importance of the pub-
lication lay in the new tendency of English poetry
to which it bore witness, and in its immediate
popularity and widespread influence, rather than in
the individual merit of the poems it contained, its
appearance on the eve of Elizabeth's accession must
be regarded as one of the most notable events in the
whole history of English letters. Its immediate and
continued popularity may be clearly read in the
bibliographical history it is my present object to

*• v. I
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i i 4 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

trace, while its powerful influence on literary taste
and poetic fashion is amply illustrated by the many
similar collections which were put forth, under
various and fantastic titles, by enterprising publishers
during the second half of the sixteenth century-
Readers will no doubt recall Master Slender's re-
mark a generation later: ' I had rather than forty
shillings I had my book of Songs and Sonnets here.'
He may well have been thinking of the aftual col-
lection we are now considering; if not, it only shows
that the original title had become the generic term
for any similar museum of dainty devices and gallant
inventions.

This is not the place to enter into particulars as
to the literary history of the famous Miscellany, nor
into biographic details concerning its contributors.
It will be sufficient to mention one or two of the
more important points. Of the two chief poets
whose work is represented and whose names ap-
pear in the volume, the elder, Sir Thomas Wyatt,
was born in 1503 and died at Sherbourne while on
his way to receive the Emperor's Ambassador at
Falmouth in 1542. The younger, Henry Howard,
eldest son of Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, and known
by courtesy only as Earl of Surrey, was born about
1516 and beheaded on January 21st, 1547, six days
before Henry's timely death saved his father from
a similar fate. Among the ' uncertain authors' may
in all likelihood be reckoned Sir Francis Bryan,
Thomas Churchyard, John Heywood, Edward
Somerset, and Thomas Lord Vaux. Finally the
collection contains a number of poems by Nicholas
Grimald, who, there is reason to suppose, discharged
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 115

the duties of editor. Those who desire further in-
formation regarding the literary history of the
volume must be referred to the notes prefixed to
Professor Arber's reprint, to which I shall have
more than once occasion to refer in the course of
the following pages. In the meantime we must
consider the fortunes of the publication from a more
stridtly bibliographical point of view.

In 1557 the Stationers' Company had been but
recently incorporated, and as yet no attempt had
been made towards enforcing the regular entry of
new publications on the Register. No trace of the
present collection is there to be found. Indeed, no
item of contemporary evidence survives concerning
Tottel's venture prior to the appearance of an edition
dated in the colophon ' the nft day of Iune. An.
1557,' of which a unique copy is preserved in the
Bodleian. It should be noted that there is no definite
evidence to show that this was actually the first
edition, though various considerations, as we shall
shortly see, concur to make that conclusion highly
probable. The volume—which is preserved among
the books bequeathed to the library by Thomas
Tanner, Bishop of St. Asaph, on his death, December
14th, 1735—has always been described as an o6tavo,
but is in reality a remarkably small quarto, much
cut down and even slightly cropped in the headlines
and front margin, measuring no more than 5f by
3$ inches (146 by 98 mm.).

With regard to the date at which the com-
positors must have begun setting up the Mis-
cellany, Professor Arber points out that on June
21st (i.e., sixteen days later) there appeared a simi-
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n 6 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

larly printed volume from Tottell's house, con-
taining Surrey's translations from the ' Aeneid.'

SOMGES MiS) S ONETTES,
tmtten by the rwbt honorable Lorde

Henry Harvard late Earle oj Sur*
rey,and other.

ApadRkbanftnnToctcI*
tf7

Cumpriuikgfo.
TTTtE-PAOB OF THB EDITION OF JUNE, 155 7.

Assuming that this was put in hand immediately
after the completion of the Miscellany, he argues
that at a similar rate of composition the latter must
have been begun in April (on the 11 th, to be prc-
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 117

cise). There is, however, no reason to suppose that
work may not have been proceeding simultaneously
on both books, while we shall shortly see that a
much higher rate of composition must have been
possible. Another point which should be borne in
mind with regard to the earliest edition is that since
a single copy alone survives, it is impossible to say
what peculiarities it may have presented in the way
of corrections while going through the press and
the like.

The only point we can be sure of in connection

3mp2Wen at Hotibtm (n
J ^ U t f

flit flit Mp of anitt.
an. 15 57.

Cmpriuilegto adimpru
mendttm/olmtk

COLOPHON OF TH1 EDITION OP JUNE, 1557-

with the production of this June edition, is that
within fifty-six days of the date mentioned in the
colophon, the whole edition had been worked off,
the type distributed, the need for a further edition
become apparent, that edition prepared, composed,
and made ready for press. This second edition has
the colophon dated • the .xxxi. day of Iuly. An.
1557.' The alterations in it are considerable, and
of great interest. In the first edition the verso of
the title-page was occupied by a prose address
from ' T h e Printer to the Reader,' after which
appeared thirty-six poems by Surrey, ninety by
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u 8 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

Wyatt, forty by Grimald, and ninety-five by * un-
certain authors.' These were followed by four ad-
ditional poems by Surrey and six by Wyatt. In
the revised edition we find, after the printer's
address * To the reader,' first the poems of Surrey
and Wyatt, including the ten additional ones, next
those of uncertain authorship, together with thirty-
nine not found in the earlier edition, and lastly ten
only of Grimald's out of the forty previously pub-
lished. It is also noticeable that in this edition
Grimald's name was replaced by the bare initials
* N. G.' An alphabetical index of first lines was
added at the end. Now this omitting of the
majority of Grimald's work in order to make way
for additional poems by * uncertain authors,' and
the replacing of his name by initials, together with
the fad that he had previously had business rela-
tions with Tottel, have been not unnaturally taken
to indicate that he stood in the position of editor
towards the collection to which he also contributed
his share as author. Be this as it may, no further
editorial changes were made in the frequent reprints
which issued from the press in the course of the
next thirty years.

But the main bibliographical peculiarity of this
so-called second edition yet remains to be men-
tioned. Professor Arber, in his introductory notes,
remarks: * The two known copies—one in the
Grenville Collection, British Museum; and the
other in the Capel Collection, Trinity College,
Cambridge; vary in some minutia from each other:
but it is incredible that there should be two distinB
editions finished by the same printer, on the same
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 119

day. [Mr. W. A. Wright has collated the first im-
pression of this reprint with the Capel copy. The
variations from the Grenville copy in spelling are
occasional in the bulk of the book, but very numer-
ous in the thirty-nine additional poems. Nothing
but a comparison of the five or six earliest editions
can solve this riddle. Meanwhile we can but be-
lieve that one or other of these copies has either a
wrong title page or colophon.1]' The first part of
this note appeared in the original issue of 1870, the
portion within brackets being appended, I suppose,
when the reprint was taken over by Constable in
1895. As early as 1867, however, Mr. W. C.
Hazlitt had asserted that the two copies in question
belonged to distinct editions (' Handbook,'p. 585),
while four years before that even, Bonn's revision
of Lowndes had drawn attention to specific varia-
tions. Nott, in his edition of the poems of Surrey
and Wyatt in 1815, stated that four distinct issues
appeared in 1557, but this, though by no means
impossible, rests more probably upon a misapprehen-
sion. It is sufficiently evident that Professor Arber
had never examined the question for himself, and
that when differing from these authorities and pro-
nouncing their statements ' incredible,' he was rely-
ing upon purely h priori considerations. Now, * in-
credible ' as it may at first appear that there should
be two distinct editions, bearing an identical date,
and issuing from the same printing-house, such is
nevertheless undoubtedly the case. The title-pages
and colophons, here reproduced, will reveal at a

1 This suggestion docs not help us, since it overlooks the fa£t
that variations occur in the title-pages and colophons themselves.
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izo TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

glance two distinft settings of the type, while the
same may be observed in the case of the page of
text (fol. 45, redo), though it is there less obvious,

SOKGES AKS> SOttETTES,
writttn by the right honorable Lordi

Henry HaiHird late Etrk of$ur*
rrjfiidothtr*

Cmprimkgbadiupfr
d/h

•1557-
TTTLB-PAOE OFTHB GRENVIIAE COPV OFTHB EDITION OF JULY, I 5 5 7 .

the similarity in general appearance being remark-
ably close.

Two possible explanations suggest themselves.
Either we have to do with two successive editions,
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 121

one a close reprint of the other, or else with a work
set up in duplicate. The practice of reprinting im-

AND SOKETTES
written hy the right honorable Lorde

Henry Howard lafeEark of S
dh

OumprbukgtQ ad

TTTLE-PAG1 OF THE CAPBIX COPY OF THE EDITIOM OF JULY, 1557 .

prints was not unknown in the case of popular
dramatic works a century later; and it is clear from
Pro&or's table of the Berthelet Statutes that in-
stances occur as early as 1542 or thereabouts.
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122 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

Nevertheless, in the case of a carefully printed
literary work such as that with which we are con-
cerned, it does not appear to me probable that such
should have been the case. The suggestion of a
pirated edition need not, I think, be entertained;
with the regulations regarding copyright in such a
chaotic state as during the early years of the
Stationers' Company, there would have been little
inducement for a daring adventurer to forego the

*> Imtfnttb at%t>ttotmin ttttt

Cmpmikgo ad impri*
mendm/okm.

COLOPHON OF THE GRBNVILLE COPY OF THE EDITION OF JULY, 1557 .

advertisement of placing his name upon a popular
book, while the volumes bear internal evidence in
the printing of their having issued from the same
house. Duplicate setting, on the other hand, was a
recognized custom where a large number of copies
were required. Notable examples are the first Prayer
Book 01 Edward VI. in 1549, and Erasmus' c Para-
phrase of the New Testament' in 1551; but a
close examination would probably reveal its occur-
rence in a large number of works. The custom was
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 123

most likely due to some trades' union regulation
for the benefit of compositors. It was not, so far
as I am aware, till nearly thirty years later that an
ordinance of the Company limited the number of
copies to be printed from one setting to 1250 for
ordinary works; but the ordinance very possibly
did nothing more than give binding force to a
generally recognized custom.1 This would necessi-
tate any work for which a large number of copies
were required being set up several times over in

jmpmttt) at jUtffflm in fittttitttt

Coin

COLOPHON OF THE CAPELL COPY OF THE EDITION OF JULY, 1557.

rapid succession, and it would be quite likely that
if sufficient type were available two settings might
be worked off simultaneously. It is even possible
that it might be set up in duplicate sheet by sheet
and worked. That the second edition of Tottel's
Miscellany is a case of duplicate setting I have no
doubt. The two copies agree of course page for
page, but not line for line in the prose address to

1 The usual explanation that the copy was set up in duplicate
to save time in the working off is unsatisfactory. Up is the number
of presses available and s the number of sheets in the work, time
would, as a rule, only be gained in the case in which p-2s is
positive—a very unlikely case when the work is of any size.
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124 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

andSomttts. F0/.45

Of the motbcrthat eathcc
childcatthefcigcof

Icrafalcttu

ISctttntt tljp btbtm ttdjctt
— « f c U 1 p

Of the meaneand fiire efiate
trdtencoIohnPoinSk

e offtftg,
to begfle*

good:

PAGE OF TEXT FROM THE GRENVILLE COPY OF THE EDITION OF
JULY, I557.
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andSonetUs,
Of tlictnothcr that eate her

childeattheficge of
Ifl

Monti

•OD OUimUlwyHt

wntten tolohn
Poios.

If
C*atfo^i£«B&btrlti«to teas bat tttef,
XDoatti ottos spubtrtockimtQ)(UtetfQ0td<,

PACE OF TBXT FROM THE CAPELL COPY OF THE EDITION OF
JULY, I557.
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126 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

the reader. They differ, moreover, throughout, in
minute points of spelling and punctuation. In many
cases of duplicate composition the sheets printed
from the two settings were bound up indiscrimin-
ately, so that it is possible that of a large edition,
no two copies may be found to agree or to disagree
throughout. This does not appear to be the case
with the Miscellany. There is no single sheet
common both to the Grenville and Capell copies.1

So far as I am aware no previous writer on the
subject has pointed out that there is a third copy
of the second edition of Tottel's Miscellany ex-
tant in the valuable library collected at Rowfant
by the late Mr. Frederick Locker-Lampson. It
had previously appeared as No. 3065 in Sir W.
Tite's sale in 1874, but beyond this I am unaware
of its history. Through the kindness of Mrs.
Lockcr-Lampson I have been able to examine this
volume, which presents some points of consider-
able interest. In so far as the majority of the sheets
arc concerned, it is evident from an inspection of
the signatures that it is printed from the same
setting up as the Grenville copy.2 In a few cases,
oh the other hand, the signatures differ both from
the Grenville and Capell copies. It is, however,
significant that in all these cases the signature in
the Rowfant copy is incorrect, and the variations
can therefore be accounted for by supposing the
latter to be an early impression from forms which

1 In the case of most of the sheets an examination of the position
of the signatures and catchwords is sufficient to reveal the difference;
where this failed I have made photographs.

1 The title-page, colophon and folio 45 recto, for which I have
been able to use photographs, are identical.
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 127

underwent correction before the Grenville copy
was printed. We are thus still left with our
two different settings, the one represented by the
Rowfant and Grenville copies, the other by the
Capell. On the whole the correspondence between
the two could be quite well accounted for by sup-
posing that two compositors worked simultaneously
from the same copy, or that the second setting was
composed from the copy in which the compositor
of the first had marked the page and sheet divisions
in red chalk, as appears to have been customary at
the time. The non-coincidence of the line divi-
sions in the printer's * Address,' and the difference
between the two and three line headings in the two
settings of fol. 45 reCto, seem to suggest one of
these methods. On the other hand, the occasional
absolute identity of the portion of the signatures,
as in sheet Z, would appear to necessitate the one
being set up from a proof of the other. If this
latter inference be correct a further deduction fol-
lows. The misprinted signatures of the Rowfant
copy, namely, would be far more likely to occur
in the original setting than in a mere reprint, and
we should therefore be justified in supposing the
setting represented by that and the Grenville copies
to be earlier than that represented by the Capell.
But I am wandering rather far in the region of
conjecture.1

1 If Professor Arbcr is corred in saying that the variations are
distinctly more numerous in the additional poems, we should be
forced to the conclusion that both settings were composed from
the same copy and not one from the other, for it is evident that
printing from an indistinct MS. the compositor would tend to
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128 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

There are two points to be noticed in connection
with the duplicate setting of the July edition. The
first is that it affords strong presumptive evidence
that the June edition was the first. It would appear
that it was not until this edition was placed on the
market that the printer realized what a demand
there would be for the book, and had at once to
make preparations for a large and rapid supply.1

This could hardly have happened except in the
case of a first edition; and it should further be
noted that whereas the June edition was exhausted
in less than two months, that of July met the
demand so far as we are aware for about as many
years. The other point is that since the type was
set up twice over in the interval between June 5th
and July 31st, the rate of composition possible in
the office must have been double that supposed by
Professor Arber in the case of the first edition.

No particular interest attaches to any of the later
reprints. From the house of the original publisher
we have editions dated 1559, the last in quarto, but
sewn in eights (copy in the Grenville collection);
1565, the first in ottavo (Bodleian); 1567 (Hun-
terian, John Rylands, and America), and 1574
(Grenville and Rowfant). Whether Tottel now
parted with his interest in the publication, whether
his term of exclusive right had expired, or whether
other printers merely defied the authority of the

introduce more variations than in printing from a printed text.
Especially, the number of important variations, modifying the
sense, would be greater.

1 Of course we do not know that the June edition was not
likewise set up in duplicate.
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Company, is a question which receives no elucida-
tion from the Register. However, in 1585, appeared
an edition printed by J. Windet (Grenville, Capel,
Rowfant and America), and another in 1587 by
R. Robinson (Bodleian, Bridgewater and Huth).
This ends the list of early editions, and the work
was not reprinted till 1717. It should, however, be
borne in mind that, considering the very few copies
that have survived of any one edition, it is in the
absence of any external evidence to the contrary
probable, or at least very possible, that one or more
editions may have altogether disappeared. The gaps
between 1559 and 1565, 1567 and 1574, 1574 and
1585 look somewhat suspicious by the side of the
groups 1557 and 1559, 1565 and 1567, 1585 and
1587. Into the question of later reprints it is un-
necessary to enter; a list is given by ProfessorArber.
I subjoin collations of the early editions with brief
bibliographical notes.

First Edition. 1557, June 5.

SONGES AND SONETTES, \ written by tht ryght honorebU
Lorde I Henry Howard late Earle of Sur-1 rey, and other. | Apud
Richardum Tottel. | 1557. | Cum priuilegio.

Colophon.] JmpcfnteD at Honoort fn flttf ftrete | tofrfcfn
temple barre, at ttje fpgne of tfjc | fcano and ttarre, bp
EfcijarD ^ o m l | tlje fift Dap of Junt. | an . 1557-1 Cum
priuilegio ad impri- \mendum folum. [Sec facsimiles from Bodleian
copy.]

Running-title.] Songts \ and Sonettes. [N.B. In about half the
leaves there is a period (.̂  after ' Songes.' The portion containing
the poems by Grimald, M3—P4, has the running-title ' Songes.
both on verso and recto.]

Collation: 40. Sigs. A—Dd4 unpaged. The only known copy
wants Dd 4, presumably blank. The first leaf (Ai , but unsigned)
Ms the title on reclo, and on verso, in black letter, the prose

v . K
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i3o TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

address headed * Th* Printer to the \ Reader.' The text of the
poems begins on A2. The subscription * SFRRET".' occurs at the
foot of D+; ' T. VVTATE th* eUUr.' on M2T, with the lower
portion of the page blank. The heading ' Songes written by
Nicolas Grimald.' is at the top of M3, and the subscription * N. G.'
on P4T, with the lower portion of the page blank. The heading
' Vncertain auclours.' occurs at the top of Q i . Again the heading
' Other Songes and Sinettes written by | the earle of Surrey.' occurs
at the top of Cc3% and ' Other Songes and fonettes written \ byfir
Thomas wiat the elder' at the top of Dda. The text ends on Dd$
and the colophon follows on Dd3'.

Second Edition. 1557, July 31. Setting A.
SONGES AND SONETTES, \ written by the right honorable

Lord* I Henry Howard late Ear It of Sur-1 rey, and other. \ Apud
Ricardum Tottel. \ Cum priuilegioadtmpri-\m*ndum folum. | .1557.

Colophon.] »»3mprfnte&atHon&onfnOm I ttrctetoftjfn
lemple ban*, at the | Cpgne of rte banb anu ttatre, | bp
HfttiacD <SoneIl | t$e .nti. Dap of 3ul£. | an. 1557.1 Cum
priuilegio ad impri-\nundum folum. [See facsimiles from Grenville
copy.]

Running-ritle.] Stnges \ and Sonettes.
Collation: 40. Sigs. A—Gg*, folios numbered, ' Fo. 2.' on A2

to l Fo. 117.' on Ggi. The first leaf has ride on retfto, and on
verso the prose address {To the reder' • SVRREY' at foot of
E2T; lT. VVYATE the elder.' at foot of N i \ 'Songes and Son-
net t a of \ vncertain auBours? at top of N2; l% Songes written by
N. G. on Ffi, and subscription ' N. G.' at die end of die text on
Ggi*. (The table' or alphabetical index of first lines, in black
letter, begins on Gg2. Colophon on Gg4; verso blank.

Second Edition. 1557, July 31. Setting B.

f SONGES AND SONETTES \ written by the right botur-
ablt Lord* \ Henry Howard late Earl* of Sur-\rey, and other.]
Apud RUbardum Tottell. \ Cum priuilegio ad imprimtndum \ folum.
1557-

Colophon.] gmprtnteU at fcontion fn flettttret* | toft&fn
Itmplt bam. at tbt figne of tbt I faann anD Qacct, bp
RicbarD 'EoMrtll, the .XiiL bap of Julp. | Anno. 1557.]
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TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY. 131

Cum priuilegio ad impri- | mendum folum. [See facsimiles from
Capell copy.]

Running-title.] Songes \ and Sonettes.
Collation: 40. Sigs. A—Gg*, folios numbered, * Fo. 2.' on Aa

to cFt 117.' on Ggi. Prose address ' T o the reader.' on verso of
title (A 1). 'SVRRET: at foot of EaT; ' T. VVTATE the elder:
at foot of NiT. ' Songts and Sennettes of\ vnctrtain auftours.' at
head of Na; * 11 Sengts written by N. G. on Ffi, and subscription
*N. G.' at the end of the text on G g i \ • The table' begins on
Gg2. Colophon on Gg4; verso blank.

Third Edition. 1559.
f SONGES AND SONETTES | written by the right hontr-

able Lord* | Henry Howard late Earle of Sur-1 rey, and other. \
Apui Ricbardum Tottell. | 1559. | Cum priuilegio.

Colophon.] « IMPRINTED AT LON-J DON IN FLETE-
STRETE I within Temple barre at the \figne of the hand and
ffarre, by \ Richard Ttttell. \ Anno. 1559. | Cum priuilegio.

Running-title.] Songes | and Sonettes.
Collation: 40. Sigs. A—P* (two sheets being sewn together in

each quire), folios numbered, <fi. 2.' on A2 to 'fa. 117' on P5.
' To the reader.' on verso of title (Ai). «SVRREr.' at the foot of
ClT , 'S. T. wyate the elder.' at the foot of G i \ '[Songes] | and
Sonuettes. [sic] of \ vncertaiut [sic] auSlours' (heading continuous
with running tide) at top of G2. ' Songes written by. NG.' on Pi,
and subscription ' N G ' i t end of text on P5T. ' The tablt' begins
on P6. Colophon on P8; verso blank.

Fourth Edition. 1565.
1565. I V SONGES AND SONETTES \ written by the right

honor able I Lord Henry Hawarde late I Earle of 'Surrey>, and \ ttber.\
Apud Ricbardum Tottell. | Cum priuilegio.

Colophon.] fl IMPRINTED A T LON-1 DON IN FL ETE-
STRETE I within Temple barre at the I fignt of the band and

Jiarre, by \ Richard Tottell. \ Annt. 1565. [ Cum priuilegio.
Running-title.] Songes \ and Sonettes. [Occasionally 'fonettes.*]
Collation: 8°. Sigs. A—P*, folios numbered • Fo. 2 o n A j to

' Fol. 117' on P5. 'To the reader.' on verso of ride (Ai).
SFRREr: at foot of C2T

} ' S. T. IVY ATE tfu elder.' at foot
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132 TOTTEL'S MISCELLANY.

of G i \ 'vncertain auflours? at top of G2; * Songes written by
N. G: on Pi, and < N. G.' at end of text on P5'. *The table
begins on P6. Colophon on P8; verso blank.

Fifth Edition. 1567.
H SONGES AND SONETTES \ written by the right honorable \

Lord Henry Howard late \ Earle of Surrey, and \ others. \ Apud
Richardum Tottell. | 1567 | Cum prtuilegio.

Colophon.] V IMPRINTED A T LON-1 DON IN FLETE-
STRETE I within Temple barre at the | fane of the band and
Harrey by \ Richard Tottell, \ Anno 1567. | Cum priuilegio.

Running-title.] Songes | and Sonettes.
Collation: 8°. Sigs. A—P*, folio9 numbered lf> 2' on A2 to

lfo. 117' on P5. 'To the reader.' on verso of title (Al).
'SFRREr: at foot of CiT; ' S. T. VVTATE the elder: at foot
of GiT. c Vncertain auclours.' at top of Gl; ' Songes written by
N. G.' on Pi , and CN. G.' at end of text on P5'. ' The Table1

begins on P6. Colophon on P8; verso blank.

Note.—I have not seen this edition. The above is compiled from a
photograph of title-page from the Hunterian copy kindly procured for
me by the librarian, Mr. R. Macdonald, from tracings of the title-
page and colophon from the John Rylands copy, which I owe to the
courteiy of Mr. H. Guppy, and from notes of the American copy
tent me by Miss Carolyn Shipman. The paragraph mark at the be-
ginning of the colophon appears in the American copy, but not in the
John Rylands. In the latter, however, the manner of the displaying
suggests that something has dropt.

Sixth Edition. 1574.
1 SONGES AND SONETS | written by the right honorable]

Lorde Henry Haward late | Earle of Surrey, and | others. | Apud
Richardum Tottell | 1574. | Cum priuilegio.

Colophon.] H Imprinted at London in | Flttefhett within Tem-\
pie Bu-re at the flgne of I t£e t?anti ant) fetarre | b? lEUcljacDe
'JlOttfll. I Anno. 1574. | Cum priuilegio.

Running-title.] Songes | and Sonettes.
Collation: 8°. Sigs. A—P*, folios numbered c Fo. 2.' on A2 to

1 Fo. 117.' on P5. ' To tbt Reader.' on verso of title (Al).
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< SFRREY' at foot of C2T; lS. T. WYAT the elder: at foot of
G i \ * Vncertaint aufiours.' at top of G2; ' Songes written by
N. G.' on Px, and 'N . G.' at end of text on P5T. ' The table.'
begins on P6. Colophon on P8; verso blank.

Seventh Edition. 1585.
[Ornament] SONGES | AND | SON-1 NETS, WRITTEN\

by the Right honourable | Lord Henry Howard | late Earle of
Surrey, and I others, I [ornament] | Imprinted at London by Iohn
VVin-|det. 1585.

Colophon.] Imprinted at London Anno Domini | 1585.
Running-tide.] Songes \ andfonnettes.
Collation: 8°. Sigs. A—P*, folios numbered lfo. 2.' on Aa

to l/o. 118' on P6. *To the Reader' on verso of title (Al).
'SFRREY.' on C3; «S. T. WYAT the elder.' at foot of G i \
' Vncertaine Auftours.' at top of G2; ' Songs written by N. G.' on
Pi,and ' N. G.' at end of text on P6. * The Table' begins on P 6 \
Colophon at foot of P8; verso blank.

Eighth Edition. 1587.
SONGES AND | Sonnets, written by the | Right Honorable

Lord Henrie | Howard late Earle of Sur- \ rey, and others. | [de-
vice] I IT Imprinted at London by \ Robert Robin/on, dwelling in
Fetter \ Lane nere Holborne. | 1587.

No Colophon. Running-title.] Songes | and Sonets.
Collation: 8°. Sigs. A—O', folios numbered lfol. 3 ' on A3

to '/«/. n o ' on O6. Verso of title blank. The address ' T o the
Reader.' printed for the first time in roman letter on the second
leaf (A2), the text beginning on the verso. ' SVRREY.' at foot
of C2; <S. T. WYAT the elder.' followed by the heading < Vncer-
tayne Authours.' on F7. • Songes written by N. G.' on O2T, and
' N . G.' at end of text on O6T. 'The Table' begins on O7 and
is printed for the first time in roman letter.

W. W. GREG.
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